Children grab red ribbons in Mission Plaza

Red Ribbon Week's Tricycle Frog warns 6-year-old Christian Garcia about the dangers of drugs and alcohol. Red Ribbon Week events kicked off on Saturday at Mission Plaza.

Endowment makes Poly regional center for paint technology

By Mike Munson

Industry donations exceeding $1 million, including a $425,000 gift from the Dunn-Edwards Co., will allow the College of Science and Mathematics to establish Cal Poly's first endowed chair. The Arthur C. Edwards Endowed Chair for Coatings Technology and Ecology will help make Cal Poly a center for paint-coatings-technology research and development.

Managed by Foundation, the endowment provides a 5 percent annual return. The chemistry and biochemistry department will use the money to create a special-focus faculty position in coatings technology.

The university will look in both industry and academia to find a person who can lead Cal Poly to the position of western regional center for coating chemistry. "The gift will make it possible to create a center of excellence that will benefit both Cal Poly and industry and provide special opportunities to both," said Phil Bailey, dean of the College of Science and Mathematics.

Seventeen other pledges, including gifts from Ken Edwards and Edward Edwards, sons of Arthur Edwards, who the endowment is named for, Southern Paint Co., DaVant and Rohm and Haas completed the fund.

Gary Bowdick, director of advancement for the College of Science and Mathematics, said many of the country's largest paint companies are based in the West, so it makes sense for them to support a program at Cal Poly.

"We are looking forward to creating 100 percent participation by the coating companies here in the west," Ken Edwards said.

The Dunn-Edwards Co. is the largest family-owned paint company in the southwest. Bowdick said visits to the company's factories in Los Angeles revealed an industry dominated by hi-tech equipment and processes.

"They need to have a pool of educated employees," Bowdick said.

Heroes return home to recruit potential students

By Scott Oakley

Visiting high schools and junior colleges nationwide, Cal Poly's Hometown Heroes, a volunteer program designed to promote higher education, informs students about both Cal Poly and about the college experience.

Hometown Heroes, which held its first training session of the year last Thursday, is sponsored by the Poly Reps program and has been a group for seven years. The role of a Hometown Hero is to provide students with information on what to expect in college and, more specifically, what life is like at Cal Poly. Heroes visit both high schools and community colleges.

According to Cindee Bennett-Thompson, senior admissions associate, Hometown Heroes is the only way of letting people know about Cal Poly.

"Cal Poly draws students from all over," Bennett-Thompson said.

According to Bennett-Thompson, the program is designed to allow volunteers to visit schools when they make trips home. The majority of Cal Poly students go home over winter and spring breaks, but Hometown Heroes primarily targets the day before Thanksgiving for school visits since most schools are still in session.

Typically, the Hometown Heroes make a total of about 60 school visits each year, Bennett-Thompson said. The Heroes are encouraged to give a favorable impression of Cal Poly.

"Present yourself in a positive manner and keep in mind you are a representative of Cal Poly," Justin Robinson, nutritional science and kinesiology sophomore and member of Poly Reps, said.

Heroes talk to students on a variety of topics, including admissions, classes, dorm life and food, clubs and other extra-curricular activities. According to Heroes who have participated in the program before, many students are willing to ask questions they would not ask admissions counselors.

"They love personal experiences," Robinson said.

Heroes get to select the schools they want to visit. After choosing their schools, they must contact the schools to set up appointments.

Natalie Jewell, a biological science senior, participated last year and plans to be a Hometown Hero again this year.

"It's a really good way to promote higher education and persuade people that college is the way to go," she said.
ENDOWMENT continued from page 1

ers," Boudich said. "Cal Poly gives
them some of the best resources in stu-
dents because of the hands-on training
in coatings technology students receive."
However, Boudich said it is the stu-
dents who ultimately benefit from the
endowment because of the recogni-
tion it brings to the program.
University officials began fund rais-
ing for the endowment in February,
but Cal Poly's ties to the industry go
back much farther.
Cal Poly has been working with the
industry since 1987, when the chem-
istry and biochemistry department estab-
lished a polymers and coatings con-
centration. The curriculum includes
physical and organic chem-
istry of polymers, surface chemistry,
coatings chemistry and laboratory
work. No other university west of the
Mississippi River offers a similar pro-
gram. The Polygram, on October 10, 1930.

Biochemistry and chemistry profes-
sor Max Wills and Dave Jones have
worked closely with the industry to
provide the most up-to-date instruc-
tion. Students have benefited from the
industry partnership through intern-
ships and numerous jobs at paint coat-
ing companies throughout the coun-
try.
In 1998, the department established
the Industrial Advisory Council, a
group of coatings industry representa-
tives who created the endowed chair
as their first project.
"This endowment is the result of a
12-year cooperative effort between our
department and industry — it didn't
just happen overnight," Jones said.
Both Jones and Wills said they've
received tremendous support from the
department and expect participation from
other professors in the program
further expands.
With the program firmly estab-
lished, the university will now work to
double the endowment and establish
program fellowships.
WANTED:
The Mustang Daily is looking for a
photograph and a few more
photographers. Please bring a
portfolio to Bldg. 26, Suite 226. The photo editor must have
darkroom knowledge, a 35mm SLR camera setup and
Photoshop skills. Call Andy Casanova at 756-1796 TODAY!

SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR AND SENIOR PRE-MEDICAL STUDENTS!

Begin your preparation now for the
Medical College Admission Test (MCAT)

Full-Length Practice MCAT
Saturday, November 3, 1999

To help Cal Poly students prepare for the MCAT, the Health
Professions Peer Advisors and the Health Resource Committee
sponsor a series of full-length practice MCATs. Tests are full-
length practice tests produced by the Association of American
Medical Colleges.

• Prepare for MCAT
• Faculty feedback on scores
• Scores will be confidential

To sign up and receive specific information, contact:
Health Professions Peer Advisors, 1st floor hallway of
Fisher Hall, Bldg. 33, phone: 756-6515, Ox. Umbra
Bishop, 53-219, phone: 756-2840

Students must sign up for November test by
Tuesday, November 9, 1999

"HOMESTUDY" Traffic School!

"HOMESTUDY" Traffic School!

Graduates!

Do you want to work for one of Fortune
Magazine's Top 100 Companies?
Do you want a career in management?
Do you want to be promoted quickly,
based solely on your performance?
Do you want to have fun at work?

If you answered "yes" to all the above, sign up for an
on-campus interview at Career Services.

Interviews will be held on
November 3rd

... Come visit our website at
www.erac.com
By Erin Green
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR

It has been one of those days. A day full of events that lead to the terrible, horrible, no good, very bad days written about in children’s literature.

You’ve had a squabble with a family member, received a nasty phone call from a rude customer, your boss’ sense of employee moral has plunged you down to yell at him, rethink how you are driving on the road, switching lanes. Before you roll down your window to yell at him, rethink how you are driving on the road, switching lanes. Be frosty to your ticker. Hit’ll blood pressure, coronary disease and other heart-afflicting ailments have been associated with anger. Exercising the hostile demons is important, but publicly degrading someone is not the way to go.

Expressing anger, just teaching people to have steam" was the promoted way of releasing the pent-up hostility. When the pot starts to boil, let it boil over.

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution’s Web site, age.com, is home to “The Vent” — a site devoted to giving people a place to post their grievances. Many of these grievances resemble societal issues. Of course, we are not supposed to vent, but “The Vent” provides people with a humorously arenas to distract them while they cool down.

“We hear from readers all the time about the lift they get from a particular item,” said Joey Ledford, “The Vent Guy” at the Atlanta Journal-Constitution.

Vent printed,” Ledford said. “In fact, one in that spirit was printed in a recent column. ‘As I stroll the confines of my office complex, I feel like a celebrity. After all, my Vent was published this morning.’”

One more alternative to avoid rage is to avoid the things that make you angry. If you’re working too much, stop taking on new tasks. If driving in rush hour is getting to you, take mass transit or drive at a different time. If Rush Limbaugh makes you mad, don’t listen.

As the saying goes, “letting off some steam” was the promoted way of releasing an atmosferic, but now it’s the way to go.

Stop the anger. If you’re working too much, take mass transit or drive at a different time. If Rush Limbaugh makes you mad, don’t listen.
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Keep brain on when asking twins questions

I was born at 8:54 in the morning on March 6, 1978. Three minutes prior to this, my brother, Christopher Weber, was born. Now for all of you who have not yet taken BIO 101, this means that I am a twin. Being a twin, as any child of multiple births will tell you, is a unique experience. It has given me a paradigm on relationships that few others will ever experience. Being a twin is not without one significant disadvantage, however. For the sake of unity, I will have mentioned this once before."

1. "Are you guys twins?" (This question is especially annoying to hear if you're about to change your mom dresses you alike.) Yes we are. Please proceed with the staring, pointing and asking of more lame questions.

2. "If you hurt yourself, can he feel it?" You bet. Sure, it defines the principles of anatomy as we know it, but darn it, we came from the same womb, so why not? Today, don't bat him.

3. "Do you guys think the same?" This question is particularly humorous because we generally are thinking the same thing when anyone asks it. "You are a moron.""Do you ever switch classes?" Yes, all the time. I don't forget. People don't realize that I am the person who enforces in it is subhuman this on point.

"4. "Do you ever switch classes?" Yes, all the time. I don't forget. People don't realize that I am the person who enforces it is subhuman this on point.

4. "Do you ever switch classes?" Yes, all the time. I don't forget. People don't realize that I am the person who enforces it is subhuman this on point.

5. "Do you have the same IQ?" No, actually, thanks to some innovative Laramie bookbreaks, my mom was able to space us apart by six weeks.

6. "When you wake up in the morning, how do you know which one you are?" It's very tricky. I sleep with a headband. I don't want to be confused for Christopher Weber, who is not a city and regional planning senior.

Craig Weber is a city and regional planning senior who is frequently confused for Christopher Weber, who is not a city and regional planning senior.

Letters to the editor

Get over it; we don't agree Editor,

I always find it amusing when those of liberal persuasion harp on conservatives for not thinking critically, and then centuries later their arguments degenerate into emotional hatred that would make themselves "an embarrassment to Cal Poly AND your critical thinking professor." Dustin Okada's letter on Monday serves as quite an example of how to overuse sarcasm and emotion to both not be funny and not make a point.

For one, Dustin Okada seems to think that all conservatives are white rednecks just to the right of Wallace in his heyday. This is not the case. For example, he assumes that "BEING GAY IS WRONG" means you think a gay person is "mentally despicable queer." That is NOT true. Just because you think something is wrong does not mean you think the person who enacts in it is subhuman for some reason, or that I will treat him or her badly because of it. At the same time, I am not going to support proposals for government to subsidize this behavior. Conservatives, and the Republican party in general, get a bad wrap because the influence of the religious right is emboldened by the press. News flash! A lot of us think they're nuts too. If we didn't, then why is Pat Buchanan bolting the party? Because he loves him so much! Just like the old joke where the neighbour looks for the biggest rednecks to describe the tornado, the press gives the ones on the start. 2.7 billion people in the world — or at least those affected by Mustang. Daily leadership — I shall identify this disadvantage. However, in doing so, my hope is that all of you single-birth folks out there will mend your ways. You see, this disadvantage to being a twin is primarily your fault.

I am talking, of course, about what my brother and I like to call "stupid twin questions." Somehow the not-so-phenomenal occurrence of things together causes most people to lose any rational thought they may have once had, opening their minds and mouths to a realization of thoughtless idiocy. I have the most people to lose any rational thought they may have once had, opening their minds and mouths to a realization of thoughtless idiocy. I have the common, a top seven it you will (sorry, I'm not Dave Craig Weber is a city and regional planning senior who is not a circus act. Please spare us all the torment of what's notion: on. In addition, it is comforting for me to have actually asked me this one. This question is particularly humorous because we generally are thinking the same thing when anyone asks it. "You are a moron." 2. "It you nuys think the same." This question is particular: Agree with all the time, there is a list of things that I know you might like for college. We don't all agree. You with it.

Michael Anthony Burchett Jr. is a mathe­matical junior.

Arms are right Editor,

Let me first off state that I love guns. With that said, I must say that I was extremely disturbed by Bert Wissig's comments in his Oct. 22 letter to the editor. Bert mistakenly associates Republicans with a representative government. Being a Republican means that you associate with certain political views. This has nothing to do with which form of government you belong to. As far as I can recall, both Democrats and Republicans belong to our representative government. Bert was correct in stating that we are members of society and have chosen to abide by its laws. This is the Social Contract. We give up our freedom to the government in order to gain benefits that we cannot obtain by ourselves.

Protection is one of the main benefits of a government. When the government fails to protect us, it has broken the con­tract and we must in turn protect ourselves. The second amendment gives evidence to this right. If you feel that crime is the fault of our representatives, then you can choose to vote them out of office. However, I do not believe that Gary Davis will have any more impact in preventing John Doe from burglarizing your home than Pete Wilson did. You may choose to sit at home unprotected, relying on your representatives to protect you. But I will rely on my semi-automatic weapon to protect me. Why? Because I can.

Daren Membrashian is an industrial engi­neering junior who likes to shoot things.

We care for our own stuff Editor,

In response to Mr. Okada's letter (Oct. 25), I think International Paper would do a good job managing forests if it owned them. If you examine where timber compa­nies clear-cut and do other deforestation practices, you find it's on public land, such as U.S. Forest Service land. They wouldn't do that to their own land, but when they don't own the land, why should they care? When you own something, you take better care of it, that's evident by going to any college apartment complex. Land owners treat their land well because they realize they have to make it last. Some trees take 50 years to reach harvest size. A timber company without any trees can't make any money, so why would they cut them all down?

Nathan Sanchez is a biology junior and a member of the Cal Poly Logrolling team.
Don't be left out . . .

When you don't use your CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB account you miss out on all the Savings . . .

Save Time
- no checks to write
- no change to count
- no credit card to verify
so you're through the line in no time when you use your CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB account.

Save Money
with members only discounts, like those shown below, at restaurants on campus

HOT DEALS:
Use your CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB account during October, you'll get these Hot Deals:

FREE 20 oz. soda with purchase of burrito, sandwich, Chick-Fil-A® sandwich, 'burger or pasta entree at AVENUE
25¢ Off breakfast burrito at AVENUE
FREE 20 ounce soda with purchase of 9" Pizza or Calzone or breadstick at AVENUE
25¢ Off salad bar at AVENUE
FREE 2nd power powder at Lucas or Lucas Too
FREE cup of soup with sandwich order at AVENUE
1/2 Price soup at-campus MARKET
25¢ off pastries at-campus MARKET
25¢ off Primo Burrito at-campus MARKET
FREE 10 ounce coffee or soda with purchase of sandwich special or hot lunch entree at AVENUE

Questions, Call 756-5939
or e-mail cdining@polymail.calpoly.edu
Range Master
California Finest
INDOOR SHOOTING RANGE
Rifle, Pistol, & Shotgun

Large Selection Of:
• Firearms & Accessories
• Hogan's alley with moving targets & Pop-up targets
• All Gun Sales from $20 Over Cost
• Discount Ammo and shooting supplies
• Large Selection of Pepper Spray & Stun Guns

Hunters Safety and Basic Shooting Instruction
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON-FRI, 11AM-8PM • SAT. & SUN. 10AM-6PM

• 45-0322

Mustang Daily Coupons

GUN RENTALS TO USE IN RANGE
Semi Autos, Revolvers, Rifles, Shotguns
with Ammo purchase (not valid with any other discounts)

149-A Granada, SLO • 545-0322

BOO BOO
978 Monterey St.
Downtown San Luis Obispo
541-0657
mon-sat 10am-8pm • sun 11am-6pm
1800-D Grand Ave.
Grover Beach
481-1888
mon-thurs 10am-9pm • fri-sat 10am-13pm
sun 10am-7pm

www.booborecords.com

PAPER PLANET
10% off with coupon or student ID
1120 Garden Street San Luis Obispo 544-8025

Too much Stuff?
Recycle it to GOODWILL
New Donation Center
(near Cal Poly)
75 Santa Rosa St.

Next to:
Mid State Bank
Open daily 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Shop Goodwill & Savel • Retail Store, Marsh & Broad,
Warehouse Outlet, 880 Industrial Way, (near the Grad) SLO

T-Shirts & Posters
Plus patches, stickers & other cool accessories. We've got import posters you won't find anywhere else!

Free Live Music
All ages, plugged & un plugged shows on Fridays. Call for details.

BUY ONE ITEM GET ONE FREE
(VALID AT ALL SLO COUNTY GOODWILL STORES)
*STUDENTS ONLY ONE PER CUSTOMER PER VISIT

BUY ONE ITEM GET ONE FREE
(VALID AT ALL SLO COUNTY GOODWILL STORES)
*STUDENTS ONLY ONE PER CUSTOMER PER VISIT
**Pat Jackson's American Dance**

**American Dance**

- Hip Hop Jazz
- Tap Ballet
- Jazz
- Tap, Ballet, and Hip Hop
- Children's classes

**San Luis Obispo Chiropractic Center**

**NEW PATIENT GIFT CERTIFICATE**

**$100.00**

- One Hundred Dollars and no cents
- This certificate applies to consultation and examination fees. X-rays and treatment if indicated
- Not redeemable for cash.

**San Luis Obispo Chiropractic Center**

**99¢ Breakfast**

- 2 eggs any style
- Cajun hashbrowns
- Choice of biscuit or toast

**$2.00 Off**

- good between 11am-1pm one per customer

**FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION**

- Danger Signals of Pinched Nerves:
  1. Neck Pain or Stiffness
  2. Jaw or Neck Pain
  3. Frequent Headaches
  4. Numbness in Hands or Feet
  5. Nervousness
  6. Arm and Shoulder Pain
  7. Dizziness or Loss of Sleep

**San Luis Obispo Chiropractic Center**

**“Feel the Relief”**

- Why FREE? Thousands of area residents have spine related problems which usually require chiropractic care.
- This is our way of encouraging you to find out if you have problems that could be helped by chiropractic care. If you don’t have any spine related problems, no obligation.
- Combination includes a minimum of standard tests for evaluating the spine while osculating new patients, so we can see if you are a candidate for chiropractic care.
- We accept insurance.
- Our modern business office simplifies your insurance paperwork and allows us to treat your condition at little or no cost to you.

**INTRODUCTORY OFFER**

- TRY CHIROPRACTIC FREE*
- HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED IF CHIROPRACTIC COULD HELP YOUR FAMILY?
- FIND OUT NOW!

**CHIROPRACTIC EXCEL**

- IN TREATING MANY HEALTH PROBLEMS ABSOLUTELY FREE. If more care is needed, most insurance is accepted.

**HAY YOU BEEN INJURED?**

- AUTOMOBILE, WORK, SPORTS, HOME

**Dr. Mark R. Steed**

**Chiropractor**

**541-BACK**

2066 Chorro Street, San Luis Obispo

**San Luis Obispo Chiropractic Center**

**99¢ Breakfast**

- 2 eggs any style
- Cajun hashbrowns
- Choice of biscuit or toast

**good until 11am one per customer**
Interviewing is the second most important thing in getting your dream job.

First you have to get dressed.

Create your own look
Your makeup should reflect your personal style. By analyzing your coloring and the clothing colors you wear, we can work together to create a makeup look that is uniquely yours. Plus, you'll learn easy application techniques and how to vary your new look for even more style versatility. Just call me today for your complimentary makeover.

Rebecca Davis, Independent Beauty Consultant

Create a new look that's uniquely yours, for a free makeover call

Rebecca Davis, Independent Beauty Consultant
541-1831

Your own jewelry

Ben Franklin's Sandwich Shop est. 1969

Buy One Sandwich Get One FREE of equal or lesser value expires Nov. 25, 1999

FREE Large Nachos with the purchase of any small sandwich & drink expires Nov. 25, 1999
BUY ONE YOGURT
GET ONE FREE
of equal or lesser value, sizes medium or smaller

ONE FREE TOPPING
with purchase of any size yogurt
child size topping on child’s yogurt

$5 off any mens or womens haircut
First visit only. One per customer

Free haircut
with purchase of highlight or coloring
First visit only. One per customer

Color Copies
99¢
8 1/2x11
Handwritten original only. Coupon must be submitted with order. 1 coupon per day. Offer expires 1/31/09.

500 Free Business Cards
with any order of 500 or more of the same size/image/color/style. Coupon must be submitted with order. 1 coupon per day. Offer expires 1/31/09.

Quality Copies
4¢
8 1/2x11, 20# White Bond, Single-sided, Auto Fed Originals. Coupon must be submitted with order. 1 coupon per day. Offer expires 1/31/09.

10% Off Any Shredding Order
Coupon must be submitted with order. 1 coupon per day. Offer expires 1/31/09.

Mustang Daily Coupon

Mustang Daily Coupon

Mustang Daily Coupon

Mustang Daily Coupon

Mustang Daily Coupon

Mustang Daily Coupon

Vivians Hair Design
Haircuts, Deep Conditioning Treatment, Perms, Color Highlights, Weaves, Eyebrow Arching, Full Line of Products
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!
590 California Blvd. at Taft 542-9960

TREAT YOURSELF TO OUR GREAT SAVINGS!
STOP IN AND CHECK OUT OUR MANY PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AND OUTSTANDING VALUES - ONE STOP IS ALL IT TAKES TO SEE HOW WE MAKE IT EASY FOR YOUR EVERY PRINTING, COPYING AND DESIGN NEED!
- QUALITY OFFSET PRINTING
- HIGH-SPEED Duplicating
- LARGE FORMAT COPIES
- COLOR COPIES
- BIG COLOR DIGITAL OUTPUT
- EXHIBITS & BLOW UPS
- GRAPHIC DESIGN
- ELECTRONIC PREPRESS
- BINDING SERVICES
- FAX SERVICES
- RUBBER STAMPS
- LABELS
- EMBOSsING
- FOIL STAMPING
- FORMS
- INVITATIONS
- LEGAL/MEDICAL COPYING
- CONFIDENTIAL SHREDDING
- CONVENIENT LOCATION
- PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

San Luis Print & Copy
265 SOUTH STREET • SAN LUIS OBISPO 93401
TEL: 546-0704 • FAX: 546-0834
www.sanluisprintandcopy.com
MON-FRI: 8AM-6PM • SATURDAY BY APPT.
PREMIUM QUALITY • SUPERIOR SERVICE • COMPETITIVE PRICE
Labs make the difference

Editor,

This is in response to Mr. Hughes' Oct. 24 letter concerning the alarming trend of people at Cal Poly taking more than four years to graduate. In order to maintain my sanity, I must look at Rambo's article as an attempt at humor. He certainly can't be so narrow-minded and ignorant about the other majors offered at Cal Poly. I, for one, am completely baffled and embarrassed at the author's explanation of why it takes people more than four years to graduate. His ever bothered to look at a catalog? How about those "non-history" majors, who only have to take up to 30 more units to graduate, but also have classes with three to six hours of lab work a week associated with each?

I did a little research and found that the WS-99 catalog requires only 160 units for a history major to graduate. Yes, this can be done in four years, especially since the classes required include the history work. But don't insult the rest of us by saying he ever bothered to look at a catalog! How about people more than four years to graduate. Has anyone else picked up on this?

Unlike common belief, sending someone to death does not reduce crime. If you believe that, then you have been listening to Limbaugh and Reagan way too much. I'm sure, if it was true, we would not expect countries like the United States and China to have no crime! It is clear the death penalty is not a deterrent to any crimes.

The United States currently ranks fourth in executions. Our great company includes the states of China, Iran and Saudi Arabia. Call me crazy, but I hold the practices of these countries, that is, states like Sweden and France, to be to the benevolent.

What Rex Allen Krebs did was disgusting and should not do be excused or pardoned by the court. Execution does not mean that a killer commit his crimes. If something biological makes a killer commit his crimes, then we can't blame the victim. We may not have growth up to be criminals instead of just to clean up the mess afterward. We may never have to read about crimes of passion. It is a shame. For those who believe I am the one speaking out of the air, check out Amnesty International's website (www.amnesty.org) and Free Mumia (www.mumia.org) web sites. They do a great job of listing the facts and giving examples of miscarriages of justice.

Arturo Perez is a history sophomore.

Editor, Mustang Daily

Labs make the difference

Editor,

Opinion

Death is more expensive

Editor,

I thought attending Cal Poly meant one was relatively smart and aware of life. Was I ever wrong. I read Brian Rosner's letter regarding the death penalty ("Death penalty is a medical necessity," Oct. 21) and couldn't help but gag. After reading the first paragraph, I was certain I'd be swept out of the air because it was so completely ridiculous as to what is known about the death penalty.

First off, it appears as though Brian is opposed to sending Krebs to jail because he does not want taxpayers to support him. Well, Brian, have I got news for you! It is actually more expensive, yes, more expensive, to prosecute a death penalty trial and send someone to death. And I am not talking out of the air it can cost anywhere from $2 to $3 million to execute an inmate. Depending on the state, the cost could be as much as six times the amount it would have to take to imprison him for life. Why is it the Republicans have not admitted this — I thought they were out there to save us money?

Unlike common belief, sending someone to death does not reduce crime. If you believe that, you have been listening to Limbaugh and Reagan way too much. If it was true, we would not expect countries like the United States and China to have no crime! It is clear the death penalty is not a deterrent to any crimes. The United States currently ranks fourth in executions. Our great company includes the states of China, Iran and Saudi Arabia. Call me crazy, but I hold the practices of these countries, that is, states like Sweden and France, to be to the benevolent.

What Rex Allen Krebs did was disgusting and should not do be excused or pardoned by the court. Execution does not mean that a killer commit his crimes. If something biological makes a killer commit his crimes, then we can't blame the victim. We may not have growth up to be criminals instead of just to clean up the mess afterward. We may never have to read about crimes of passion. It is a shame. For those who believe I am the one speaking out of the air, check out Amnesty International's website (www.amnesty.org) and Free Mumia (www.mumia.org) web sites. They do a great job of listing the facts and giving examples of miscarriages of justice.

Arturo Perez is a history sophomore.

Editor, Mustang Daily

Execution is false quick fix

Editor,

In response to the letter on Oct. 21 favoring the death penalty ("Death penalty is a medical necessity," Oct. 21), I say that the death penalty is a medical solution to a behavioral problem. If something biological makes a killer commit his crimes, then we can't blame the victim. We may not have growth up to be criminals instead of just to clean up the mess afterward. We may never have to read about crimes of passion. It is a shame. For those who believe I am the one speaking out of the air, check out Amnesty International's website (www.amnesty.org) and Free Mumia (www.mumia.org) web sites. They do a great job of listing the facts and giving examples of miscarriages of justice.

Arturo Perez is a history sophomore.

Editor, Mustang Daily

Lambda Theta Phi lacks the chivalry it professes in bylaws

According to its bylaws, Lambda Theta Phi, a Latin fraternity, was founded with the mission of serving as: "a source of support for students and professionals in pursuit of an educational career while promoting Latin unity." Some of its goals, as outlined in the bylaws, are to "assert positive leadership while serving as role models and to practice chivalry while upholding dignity.

This chivalrous group is up having an event next weekend, and what dignified they are to advertise it? With a naked woman, looking in what we assume is supposed to be a "future father" won over her shoulder. Perhaps they considered it chivalrous to use full frontal nudity. Maybe they have confused dignity with cosmos. Maybe they ought to go back and re-read their constitution and bylaws. And maybe we should be used to this. After all, naked women are used to sell everything from shoes to auto parts, and every year a group of guys decides that a picture of a naked woman will boost membership. They should go about their club or case more people to sign up for a ski trip.

Lambda Theta Phi, however, has touched on a new low with the message on the other side of its flyer. In an attempted parody of the "Blair Witch Project," they write; "In November of 1998, 10 Cal Poly students disappeared in the woods near San Luis Obispo." Now, as we would have thought just about everyone in this town is aware, in November of 1998, 10 Cal Poly students, Rachel Newhouse, Arturo Perez is a history sophomore.

Editor, Mustang Daily
Pete Rose interview draws complaints, no apology

NEW YORK (AP) — Despite an outpouring of sympathy for Pete Rose, the NPC correspondent who conducted a combative interview about gambling with the fallen baseball star said Monday he has nothing to apologize for.

NPC's Jim Gray said his questions during a prime-time show before Sunday's World Series game shouldn't have surprised Rose since other reporters had asked the same thing in a news conference less than an hour earlier.

"I don't apologize," Gray told reporters on Monday. "I stood by it and I think it was absolutely a proper line of questioning."

The interview came moments after Rose was announced as a member of baseball's All-Century Team. He received the longest rendition of any baseball hero introduced at Atlantic's Turner Field — longer even than Atlanta Braves legend Hank Aaron, baseball's all-time home run king.

It was another indication that fans seem willing to forgive Rose, banned for life from the sport for gambling. Rose has never admitted to gambling on baseball, and didn't again when asked by Gray on Sunday.

Rose told Gray he was "surprised you're hammering me like this" on a festive occasion.

Switchboards at NPC affiliates across the country were bombarded by phone calls from people angry at Gray — two hours nonstop at WJRT in Cincinnati, where Rose collected most of his Major League record 4,256 hits for the hometown Reds.

In an email to "The Associated Press," one fan wrote of being enraged that Rose was "hammered" during what should have been a proud moment, and that it gave the press a bad name.

"I hope NPC bans a collar and lead for the building," the writer said.

New York Yankees catcher Jim Leyritz said the questioning was "barbaric," and said he had confronted Gray about it. Gray said Leyritz never spoke to him and neither did any other Yankee, to his face.

"We were pretty much all disgruntled with Jim," said Yankees outfielder Darrell Strawberry. "It was a night of celebration for Pete Rose. Every player who ever played cares about Pete Rose. It was embarrassing. It didn't sit too well in this clubhouse."

Yankees manager Joe Torre said it was "for some reason, we've lost sight of the word 'respect.'"

"I tried very hard to be very fair to Pete last night and I think I was very fair," Gray said.

Gray said Rose, who has been interviewed more than 50 times in his career, didn't appear angry when the interview was over.

"It's a great moment and hopefully Pete would have the right answers," Morgan said. "I was just hoping the interview would be over the next second.

But critics were tough on Gray. Phil Mahoney of the New York Post called it "managing," while Bob Raitasant of the New York Daily News said it was a case of a reporter "trying to become the moment and make himself bigger than the game."

"I thought it was the best TV interview I've ever seen," said Murray Chas, baseball writer for The New York Times. "It was appropriate. It was not overseen. Rose has put himself in position to be pressed like that."

John Dowd, the investigator whose 1989 probe of Rose led to the ban, said he tipped his hat to Gray.

"I thought he had more guts than any guy I've ever seen," Dowd said.

Former baseball Commissioner Fay Vincent said Gray knows how overwhelming the evidence is against Rose. "For Pete to just stand there and look Jim Gray in the eye and deny he bet on baseball, it's obviously a challenge that any interviewers can't let go. I recognize it was aggressive, but Rose was aggressive."

Gray won a Sports Emmy in 1998 for sideline reporting after his relentless interview of Mike Tyson following the "Rite Fight" with Buster Holfield.

"We deal too much in shirk value," Gray said. "We've lost sight of the word 'respect.'"

Campus Dining, an entity of the Cal Poly Foundation, has once again been recognized for a completely voluntary effort to help curb waste production. Their contributions in aiming to reduce, reuse, and recycle have made them an environmental shining point in all of California.

Providing 10,000 meals to campus-grown on a daily basis can create a lot of waste so the department began recycling several years ago. The program began with cardboard recycling which then expanded to include poly-styrene, glass, metal, plastic and vegetable scraps.

"The total waste reduction program strives to balance cost savings from waste-stream reduction with the costs of purchasing recycled and recyclable products," Alan Cushman, Campus Dining Associate Director said.

The department also has encouraged students, faculty and staff members to do their part in reducing waste. They have created 32 ounce Pepsi and 20 ounce Campus Dining Mugs for patrons to purchase and reuse daily. As a reward to environmentally friendly mug owners, each time a mug is filled up, the patron receives a 25% discount just for using the mug. This program saves in paper cup costs and in waste.

"Trash hauling has been reduced by more than 50 percent, yielding some cost savings to the university," Cushman said. "The waste reduction program's prima- ry focus is to employ source reduction, to recycle and to purchase recycled product to reduce total waste without increasing overall costs."

Sports

Soccer

continued from page 8

the team," Day said. "Everything started with communication problems at the beginning of the game."

In Friday night's game against the Air Force Academy, Cal Poly netted both its goals during the second half. Senior Brian Lange put in a rebound off his own penalty kick in the 77th minute, and Dimnych scored his 6th goal of the season beating Falcon goalkeeper Riel Kullen off an assist from juniors James Newton with 30 seconds left in regulation to earn the tie.

Cal Poly's next game is Friday night against University of Washington in Mustang Stadium.

State Champions

They stand in a straight and fearless line, proud to represent their cause. No, it's not the football team—it's the lines of recycling bins found throughout Campus Dining Locations. That's right, Campus Dining has won the state's 1999 Waste Reduction Award for the fifth consecutive year.

Campus Dining, an entity of the Cal Poly Foundation, has once again been recognized for a completely voluntary effort to help curb waste production. Their contributions in aiming to reduce, reuse, and recycle have made them an environmental shining point in all of California.

Providing 10,000 meals to campus-grown on a daily basis can create a lot of waste so the department began recycling several years ago. The program began with cardboard recycling which then expanded to include poly-styrene, glass, metal, plastic and vegetable scraps.

"The total waste reduction program strives to balance cost savings from waste-stream reduction with the costs of purchasing recycled and recyclable products," Alan Cushman, Campus Dining Associate Director said.

The department also has encouraged students, faculty and staff members to do their part in reducing waste. They have created 32 ounce Pepsi and 20 ounce Campus Dining Mugs for patrons to purchase and reuse daily. As a reward to environmentally friendly mug owners, each time a mug is filled up, the patron receives a 25% discount just for using the mug. This program saves in paper cup costs and in waste.

"Trash hauling has been reduced by more than 50 percent, yielding some cost savings to the university," Cushman said. "The waste reduction program's primary focus is to employ source reduction, to recycle and to purchase recycled product to reduce total waste without increasing overall costs."
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off course for hundreds of miles before going down in the Atlantic off Virginia. Investigators think the plane may have lost pressure.

The last communication from Stewart's jet was over Gainesville, Fla., said Tony Molinaro, an FAA spokesman in Chicago. The jet flew as high as 45,000 feet and the crew did not respond to repeated inquiries from air traffic controllers, the FAA said.

A government source said the plane should have turned left at Gainesville on a course for Dallas. It made only a partial turn before heading in a straight line toward South Dakota.

The FAA routed air traffic around the Learjet and kept planes from flying underneath it in case it crashed.

Five fighter jets from Florida and Oklahoma went after the plane. Two F-16s had to make several passes to align with the planes, which was flying steady in the clear blue sky but was going slowly in comparison with the fighter jets.

"They were not able to see anything inside the windows because they were iced over," said Oklahoma Air National Guard Lt. Col. Bruce Butters.

The Rev. Jim Henry, retired pastor for First Baptist Church of Orlando who used to minster to the Stewart family, was one of those outside the Stewart home after the crash.

"He was a wonderful Christian who had Christ in his life and somehow in his death," Henry said. "That brought a great sense of peace to his family in a difficult and tragic time."

Stewart is survived by his wife, Tracey, and their two children, Chelsea, 14, and Aaron, 10.
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Senior middle hitter Kari DeSato was named Big West Conference Player of the Week for the second time this season.

DeSato hit .587 in two matches against Utah State and Nevada. She also recorded her 400th career assisted block and 90th career solo block in the two Mustang victories.
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DeSato hit .587 in two matches against Utah State and Nevada. She also recorded her 400th career assisted block and 90th career solo block in the two Mustang victories.
Golfer Payne Stewart dies in plane crash

By Matt Sterling
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

After two home games this weekend, the Cal Poly men's soccer team continues to look for its first Mountain Pacific Sports Federation league win. The Mustangs tied the Air Force Academy 2-2. Friday night and lost to the University of Denver 6-0 on Sunday afternoon.

"The two losses drop Cal Poly MPSF record to 0-2-2 and its overall record to 3-8-3," Matt said. "We had a tough start, and we really didn't bounce back," senior forward Anthony Duncan said. "We came out flat and didn't get back until it was too late."

In Sunday's game, the Mustangs fell behind the Pioneers early with a goal off a corner kick in the 7th minute of the game. The Pioneers continued their offensive exhibition for nearly the entire game as Cal Poly managed only seven shots on goal. Pioneer goalkeeper Parker Jarvis denied the Mustangs two prime scoring opportunities by sophomore Duncan and senior midfielder Rob Helm.

"The only negative is the three points dropped this weekend, said Coach Bill Lawrence, who was at the Mustang stadium. "Without seniors playing, we won't have the depth to compete with the conference leaders, but we have a lot to work with."

SANTA CLARA, Calif. — Steve Young plans to seek at least one more medical opinion about his concussion problems this week and many more signs that his season and possibly his career are over.

"He's looking for as much information as he can gain and Steve and every doctor involved is going to weigh the pros and cons, the whole thing," San Francisco 49ers coach Steve Mariucci said Monday. "Genuinely, he'd love to have a lot of guys on, Tim, but I don't know that he's gotten that yet."

"I can't give you the exact evaluation of what he's learned so far. He's not optimistic about playing in the next future," Youngs career remains on hold

Young's career remains on hold

By Steve Schueneman
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Middlefield James Newton jumps over Denver's goalie. The Mustangs didn't have much to jump about, losing 6-0 to the Pioneers.

"(Sunday) was an off-day for goalkeeper, who is out for the season after breaking his leg in a game against Portland last Sunday."

The two-time NFL MVP, Steve Schueneman, who was on the field in his first Super Bowl win in 1994, remains sidelined indefinitely due to post-concussion symptoms. Though he said he wants to play again, Mariucci said the 49ers do not expect to see him back on the field any time soon and would have serious reservations about doing so even if he gained clearance at some point this year.

MINA, S.D. (AP) — A Longhorns carring champion golfer Payne Stewart flew a private jet over the country Monday, its windows iced over and its occupants apparently incapacitated, before nosediving into a grassy field. All five people aboard were killed.

The chartered, twin-engine Lear 35 may have suddenly lost cabin pressure, said Lesley Bean, a Dallas, government official, said two of three flight controllers couldn't raise anyone by radio.

Fighter jets were sent after the plane and landed at 1:46 a.m. at Los Angeles International Airport, said Air Traffic controllers couldn't contact the pilots. The jet crashed at 1:46 a.m. at Los Angeles International Airport, Bean said.

Stewart lived in Orlando, Fla., and had been expected to play in Houston on Tuesday in advance of the Tour Championship, a tournament for the top 50 players on the Professional Golfer's Association money list. He attended SMU in Dallas and had friends in the area.

Also killed were Stewart's agents, Robert Frikey and Van Aulen, and the two pilots, identified as Michael Hing, 45, and Stephanie Bellegarde, 27.

The jet was operated by Sunset Aviation Inc.

"This is a tremendous loss for the country, its windows iced over and its occupants apparently incapacitated, before nosediving into a grassy field. All five people aboard were killed," Stewart, who has had such a remarkable career and impact on his sport," Former President Clinton said. "I am profoundly sorry for the loss of Payne Stewart, who has had such a remarkable career and impact on his sport, and a remarkable resurgence in the last couple of years."
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